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ABSTRACT

Results from Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms emerge without an explanation for
the outcome being provided. The field of Explainable AI (XAI) has set out to develop
algorithms that run before or after the original algorithms to make the results explai-
nable. These include, for example, the LIME or the SHAP algorithm. However, the
explanations of these new algorithms are very mathematical and expert knowledge is
needed to understand the explanations. They are not suitable for every audience of
an AI application. We show guidelines for the creation of understandable explanations
and use the application example of AI-based shift planning in logistics to show how
explanations can be used to address the end user with a user interface (UI).
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INTRODUCTION

Digitization and automation of logistics processes are leading to an
ever-increasing amount of available data in production logistics. This data
can be used as a basis for decision-making through data analysis tools or
algorithms, for example Artificial Intelligence algorithms. AI-based decision
support systems are increasingly in use in logistics (Owczarek, 2021). In addi-
tion to many advantages like a fast analysis or a wide pattern recognition,
AI-based algorithms also have a disadvantage: they cannot explain their own
behaviour and the decision made is often not comprehensible (Yampolskiy,
2020).

The non-provision of information to the user can result in limited effecti-
veness and a lack of transparency. The systems are not able to explain the
decisions and actions to the user (Adadi and Berrada, 2018). This problem
is addressed by the research field of Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI),
which seeks to improve transparency and trust in AI-based systems (Adadi
and Berrada, 2018).

However, this research rarely examines explanatory user interfaces and
user interactions (Chromik et al., 2021). There is a lack of practical methods
and examples on how to incorporate the human factor into the develo-
pment process of AI-generated explanations (Schoonderwoerd et al., 2021).
Thus, it is crucial to include the human-computer interaction (Adadi and
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Berrada, 2018). Transparency, usability, and trust are the main requirements
for a successful incorporation of AI-based systems in companies. All of these
three can be addressed by a strong explanation in the user interface of a
system.

In this paper, we first clarify the concept of Explainable AI as well as
the requirements for an implementation of AI in industry. We then present
existing guidelines for creating explanations in the context of AI. We demon-
strate the application of these guidelines to the prototypical design of a shift
scheduling system for logistics, which we use as an example for AI based
decision support in logistics. In the final recommendations, we supplement
these guidelines with our own recommendations that we applied during our
development process.

BACKGROUND

AI research faces the challenge of making decisions of algorithmic systems
explainable. To generate explanations, new algorithms have been designed to
explain the decisions of the first algorithms post hoc. This subfield is called
explainable artificial intelligence. With huge amounts of data being increa-
singly available, AI-based decision support is becoming a growing issue in
manufacturing and logistics. Users like workers or managers, but also works
councils in industry, demand transparency and fairness in the use of AI (Haid
et al., 2021). Besides transparency, usability plays an important role in this
context (Amershi et al., 2019; Hentati et al., 2016). It represents one of
the most important quality factors of a user-friendly design for user inter-
faces. In addition to usability, trust in the system is an important criterion
for the successful incorporation of AI in companies (Abdelkafi et al., 2019;
Glikson and Woolley, 2020). For many people, it is difficult to trust an AI.
Therefore, systems should be designed transparently to increase user trust.
Various studies confirm this connection (Bussone et al., 2015; Weitz et al.,
2019).
Explainable AI (XAI). The term refers to efforts that have emerged in
response to AI transparency and AI trust issues (Adadi and Berrada, 2018).
The research field of XAI is concerned with developing techniques that
explainmodels while maintaining the same level of performance, thusmaking
AI more transparent. The goal is to increase the comprehensibility of AI
systems to humans (Adadi and Berrada, 2018).With the help of XAI, it is pos-
sible for systems to explain their procedures and thus make their behaviour
more understandable (Arai, 2019).
Usability of XAI algorithms. AI algorithms usually do not provide explana-
tions on their results. In recent years, several methods emerged on how to
explain AI models. Here, a large part deals with post hoc methods, giving
an explanatory layer to the fully trained models (Laugel et al., 2019). The
smaller part deals with ante hoc methods, where explanatory mechanisms
are included in training (Longo et al., 2020). Global explanations, explai-
ning the entire AI model and local explanations describing specific model
behaviour, exist (Hammond et al., 2021).
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LIME (Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations) is an algorithm
that can explain the predictions of any classifier by learning an interpreta-
ble model around the prediction locally. In the case of image recognition, for
example, a LIME algorithm can highlight the image areas based on which
the algorithm arrived at its decision. LIME can be used for text, tabular data
and more and gives diagrams or graphs as visualization of the explanation
(Molnar, 2019).
SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations), a game theoretic approach that can
be applied to the output of anymachine learningmodel, connects optimal cre-
dit allocation with local explanations. It uses Shapley values for the allocation
similar to game theory. The explanation of SHAP shows feature attributions
as forces, whereas each feature value is a force that decreases or increases the
predicted value (Molnar, 2019).

Both algorithms have in common that only the software developer has
the expertise and background to understand the visualized curves or values.
Laymen who know neither the original nor the explaining algorithm in detail
cannot get much out of the explanation. Current research trends show that in
addition to an algorithm-based explanation, an end-user-centric explanation
of the decision is also necessary. Here, there is still a lack of practical examples
and guidelines on how explanations can also be made comprehensible for the
end user.
Conclusion. In summary, AI algorithms lack explanations to explain their
results. Therefore, other algorithms have been developed that provide expla-
nations as diagrams or graphs for the results of the first algorithms. LIME
and SHAP are among the best known of these. However, the explanati-
ons lack user-friendliness. Often, only experts like software developers can
understand the visualizations of the explanation. Therefore, it is important
to additionally involve the end user, make it possible for them to understand
the explanations and to create guidelines for good explanations.

GUIDELINES FOR EXPLANATIONS FROM LITERATURE

In the research of XAI, explanatory UIs and user interactions have hardly
been studied (Chromik et al., 2021). There is a lack of practical methods
and examples of how to include the human factor into the development of
AI-generated explanations (Schoonderwoerd et al., 2021).

One of the most crucial factors to make a model understandable through
explanations is the involvement of humans in XAI. To explain the complex
system to humans, human-computer interaction skills are needed in addition
to technical expertise (Adadi and Berrada, 2018). A user interface repre-
sents the interface of human-computer interaction and communication with
a device or system. Explanations are an interface between the user and AI.
This interface is understandable to the user and accurately represents the
AI (Hamon et al., 2020; Sayed-Mouchaweh, 2021). However, this topic
is poorly addressed in the literature. Most explanations are based on rese-
archers’ intuition. Thus, XAI should build on existing research regarding
explanations in the fields of philosophy, psychology, or cognitive science
(Miller, 2017).
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What is a good explanation? A good explanation should be contrastive, sele-
cted, social, truthful, focus on the abnormal, be general and probable as well
as be consistent with prior beliefs of the explainee. A contrastive explanation
design means to explain why event A happened instead of another event B,
rather than just emphasizing why event A occurred (Miller, 2017), (Molnar,
2019). In addition, it is important that explanations are limited to only one
or two causes and are thus formulated selectively. Abnormal explanations,
which use unlikely causes to explain an event, are good explanations, accor-
ding to Molnar. Truthful explanations are those that predict the event as
truthfully as possible (Molnar, 2019).
Properties of explanations by Molnar. Properties of explanations in terms
of results from explainable AI algorithms are presented: accuracy, reliability,
consistency, stability, understandability, certainty, novelty, and representati-
veness. Accuracy means how well the explanation predicts the data. If an
explanation comes very close to the prediction of the black box model, it
is considered reliable. If explanations are very similar between models that
have been trained for the same task and provide similar predictions, they are
consistent. High stability means that small variations in the characteristics
of an instance do not change it significantly. To formulate explanations that
people can follow, they should be formulated understandable. Safety means
that the explanations reflect the safety of the model. Here, there is a conne-
ction with novelty. The higher the novelty, the more likely the model has a
low certainty because data are missing. Accordingly, novelty denotes whe-
ther a data instance is far from the distribution of the training data. Finally,
representativeness describes whether explanations refer to the whole model
or only to individual predictions. Also emphasized is that people prefer short
explanations (Molnar, 2019).
Design principles by Chromik et al. Four important design principles for
explanations are addressed (see Figure 1). The first states that explanations
should be written in natural language. Often, visual explanations of an AI
can only be understood by experts, so wording should be based on a user’s
speech style. In addition, they can be linked to visual cues to facilitate under-
standing (Chromik et al., 2021). Yu et al., for example, implemented a switch
that allows the user to convert a visual explanation into a detailed text (Yu
et al., 2019). Second, the user should be given the opportunity to respond, for
example with follow-up questions. Accordingly, explanations should be stru-
ctured in such a way that the content is presented to the user progressively in
order to avoid overwhelming the user (Chromik et al., 2021). Springer and
Whittaker emphasize a progressive disclosure of the explanations so that only
the most important information is revealed to the user and further details are

Figure 1: Design principles for explanations by [Chr-2021].
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faded in below if necessary (Springer and Whittaker, 2020). For example, a
“Why?” button can be included to provide the user with the opportunity to
obtain visual information (Millecamp et al., 2019).

Offering different explanation methods is another design principle, as the
user can understand the facts via different ways. The research recommends
local and global explanations to give the user an overview of the system but
also at the same time the possibility to get information about specific facts
(Chromik et al., 2021). Last, explanations should relate to the user’s mental
models. For example, Xie et al. employ a button which can be used by physi-
cians to display only high confidence and low complexity explanations (Xie
et al., 2020).
Additions by Mueller et al. Mueller et al. take up the inclusion of the user’s
mental models in their research on the characteristics of an AI explanation
system. They criticise that many XAI systems do not refer to these models and
the user’s goals or knowledge but reveal a blanket explanation. Explanations
should be relevant and timely to the user’s goals. For example, if a critical
situation like an error occurs, the user can be supported by an explanation. If
an explanation is iterative and interactive, this can help the user answer their
own questions (Mueller et al., 2021).

Explanations should not only act as a tool of an algorithm but can only be
effective if the user can understand these explanations. It is important that the
explanations refer to the user’s working context and goals as well as tasks and
are supported by instructions, tutorials, and comparisons. Additionally, it is
recommended to consider use cases, user models, up-to-dateness, and atten-
tion as well as distraction limits when creating explanations. It is important
to consider the consequences of an explanation on trust. Another approach
is the use of repeated and re-explanations in dynamic AI systems to show the
user the changes in the algorithm (Mueller et al., 2021).

In summary, building on the above literature, interdisciplinary collabo-
ration in this topic can provide important advances, as expertise from AI,
psychology, or human-computer interaction can be combined. This can adva-
nce XAI research tremendously (Abdul et al., 2018). In addition, the field of
interaction design, which has not been systematically analyzed so far, can
be included to make an XAI effectively explainable (Chromik et al., 2021).
Given guidelines for explanations should be respected.

APPLICATION IN USE CASE

Based on the recommendations for good and transparent explanations from
the literature, we created a user interface that prototypically represents the
user interface of a shift scheduling system. The shift scheduling system called
“iPlan” is designed to assign employees to workstations in logistics. In par-
ticular, the preferences of the employees for certain workstations are taken
into account in this system (Haid et al., 2022). The algorithm for the assi-
gnment is an AI-based algorithm from the class of constraint programming
algorithms. It provides no detailed explanation on its results.

An iterative approach with intermediate feedback from potential users was
chosen to create the user interface (Figure 2). For user-friendly handling, we
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Figure 2: Approach for the creation and evaluation of the user interface.

selected an app for tablet or smartphone as target design and created the
prototypical designs in Figma. Based on requirements of an initial research, a
first design was created as wireframes. This design was evaluated with three
test persons. With the feedback, a second design was created, prototype 1,
and again evaluated. Subsequently, two versions of prototype 2 were created,
a transparent version with many explanations and a less transparent version
without explanatory aids. Both versions were testedwith a group of 40 people
(80 people in total: 87%male, 11% female, 2% diverse; 64% of age 15 – 35,
36% of age 36-65), with the test participants having to work through vari-
ous scenarios and then fill out a questionnaire based on the system usability
scale (SUS). All test persons were potential end users from the area of produ-
ction logistics. The transparently designed version of the user interface was
found to be very explanatory and user-friendly. However, it did not have
significantly better usability compared to the group that was presented the
non-transparent UI. This may be due to the fact, that both versions already
had a high usability and acceptance among users (mean value for usability
with SUS score for UI A: 86.4, UI B 83.8).

Excerpts from our user interface for the preference-based shift scheduling
system are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The dark background is intended to
create a passive and calm atmosphere, yellow and orange highlight control
elements. Start screen is a login page (Figure 3 (1)). After the login, the user
is given a brief introduction to the symbols used (Figure 3 (2)). With excer-
pts from the main system, the most important pages are briefly explained
(Figure 3 (3)). The user can always access the tutorial pages via the main
menu. To give different explanation methods, there is a video available as
well, which explains the purpose and the advantages for the users of the shift
scheduling system iPlan in 90 seconds.

Explanations of what the user should do - for example to click on some-
thing - are displayed with a small hand. For better usability, various icons
that could stand for further explanations (for example, a speech bubble, a
robot, and a question mark) were evaluated. The question mark was rated as
the most fitting by the test users and is used in many places to provide fur-
ther explanations of content (Figure 4 (1)). The information can be displayed
by clicking on the question mark (Figure 4 (2)). The third image shows the
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Figure 3: Sample pages from design prototype.

Figure 4: Sample pages from design prototype.

option for feedback that our users can provide on their shift assignment if
needed. Here we have paid particular attention to notes on the use of data:
Only if the user explicitly agrees, their data will be used to improve the results
of the AI algorithm (Figure 4 (3)). Otherwise, the data will be stored but not
used further by the algorithm. For example, a manager could view the data
and discuss the feedback directly with employees if necessary.

RECOMMENDATION OF DESIGN GUIDELINES

Reflecting the explanation methods and advises from literature as well as our
own process of developing a transparent user interface, we recommend the
following guidelines for designing explanations of your AI system.
Involve humans in development. Developing a user interface with explanati-
ons is combining expertise from different fields. AI developers, social science
experts and human-computer interaction experts should be part of your deve-
lopment team. Consider working with use cases, user models, and prototypes
in the development process. Follow an iterative process to get feedback from
potential users in each stage of the prototype. We recommend having at least
two iterations to get valuable feedback and use scenario techniques to let the
user interact with the user interface. If you already know the people you are
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developing the system for, you should actively involve them in the develo-
pment process as well as your team. Use regular meetings to present results
and give the opportunity for questions and feedback.
Use high quality explanations. A good explanation is easy to understand
and addresses the user’s trust. Limiting the explanation to one or two causes
instead of various causes rises the quality of your explanation. Make sure to
be consistent with other explanations and underlying beliefs of your system.
Address the user with your explanation. To best pick up the user, use natu-
ral language in the explanations. Make sure to refer to the working context
and the goals of the user and show only relevant explanations. You can use
catchy symbols to facilitate understanding. To prevent the user from being
overwhelmed, fade in explanations gradually and give the user the option
of reading up on explanations as needed. Since not everyone likes to read,
you should offer different explanation methods such as images or videos as
an alternative. Consider attention and distraction limits of people while rea-
ding, listening, or watching. People prefer short explanations. In general, it is
useful to alternate the explanation methods.
Interact with the user. Responsiveness is one of the main design principles by
Chromik et al. Giving your user the opportunity to respond on your explana-
tions makes him or her feel more being part of the system. The explanation
should therefore be interactive and iterative. If you have a dynamic AI system,
you can use repeated explanations to explain results and show changes in the
algorithm. The user could for example change input data himself and see the
differing results for a better understanding. Give local and global explanati-
ons: an overview of the system as well as information on specific facts should
be included. Support your explanation by instructions, tutorials, or compari-
sons, to give the user even better opportunities to learn about the system and
ask questions.
Consider consequences on trust.Have in mind that trust, usability, and tran-
sparency of a system are linked. High usability and transparency can increase
user trust in a system. The importance of users developing trust in a system
is particularly high in the field of AI. AI systems arouse a certain amount
of scepticism among users in advance for various reasons, including media
attention and reporting. It is therefore important to develop not only user
trust in the system, but also to involve users in the development process
through participatory concepts, the opportunity for questions and criticism,
as well as a good support during the implementation.

CONCLUSION

This paper offers ideas on how explanations of AI systems can be presented
to the user via user interfaces. Guidelines for the creation of explanations
and the goodness of explanations were derived from the literature and sup-
plemented by our own. Basically, it is important to involve later users in the
development process of the AI system and the corresponding user interface.
The user should feel addressed by the explanations and an interaction with
the system should be possible. Good explanations that address different men-
tal models of the users are essential. The impact of a user interface on the trust
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in an AI system should not be underestimated and is therefore important to
consider. These guidelines can be applied not only to the development of a
shift planning system but can be used in many ways for the development of
AI systems.
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